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월계관 형상은 UNHCR이 유엔 총회로부터 임무를 부여받은 UN기구임을

A laurel wreath symbolizes UNHCR is mandated by the United Nations General Assembly

사람 형상은 난민을 비롯한 UNHCR의 모든 보호대상자를
The person symbolizes persons of concern to UNHCR

두 손 형상은 UNHCR의 난민보호 노력과 의지를 상징합니다.

Sheltering hands symbolizes UNHCR’s commitment and eﬀorts to protect refugees and persons of concern.
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It has already been eight years since the Syrian civil war began. The situation in
Syria - causing the largest number of refugees in the world - is the greatest tragedy
of the 21st century and the greatest humanitarian crisis of our generation. About
6.6 million people within Syria and 5.6 million people in countries around Syria
continue to seek protection, and the number of Syrian refugee children born over the
last eight years has exceeded one million.
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Mother Entesar

Grandfather Abu

Baby of the family, Kholud

A mother, Entesar, who would do anything

Abu was a leader in his community and a

Kholud has no memory of her father. She

for her children, left Homs in Syria after

proud role-model for his family who used to

left her hometown as a newborn, and

losing her husband in the civil war and

serve his hometown and neighbors in Syria.

her father lost his life in an attack before

now resides in Jordan. All her savings have

However, his beloved hometown has been

he could join them. Living as a refugee,

exhausted following eight years of the civil

reduced to rubble from the war, and Abu

Kholud finds going to school and studying

war, and her family relies on outside help,

was diagnosed with diabetes shortly after

enjoyable. She is learning to write, and her

yet lives below the poverty line.

arriving in Jordan.

favorite word is ‘mama’.

“I am proud
of the times
when I
used to
work for my
hometown.”

“I love
my mom.”

Thank You
Donation Agreement Form
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Four-year-old South Sudanese refugee Mary
came to the Nguenyyiel refugee camp in
Ethiopia in March 2017. Separated from her
parents during the conflict that forced her to
flee, she has no memory of them. Her current
caregiver found her on the road, alone, on the
way to the Ethiopian border and from that point
has taken care of and protected her.

“The most
difficult part at
the moment is
making a living.
It would have
been difficult
without the
assistance from
others, such as
UNHCR.”
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mothers, such as Entesar, can make independent purchasing decisions, such as rent and winter clothes for their family. In
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UNHCR provides Syrian refugees with a range of supplies and services, including direct cash assistance, so that refugee

such as Kholud, continue their education and aspirations. We cannot stop the war, but we can help refugee families, such as
Entesar, Abu, and Kholud, live their lives in a safe place.

* You can use the QR Code
provided above to make a donation
for Syrian refugees.
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Diﬃculties and Risks Facing
Unaccompanied Refugee Children
In Gambella and across the globe, children who have lost their parents
face many risks while fleeing and seeking safety. They are vulnerable
to several risks, including abuse, violence, neglect, exploitation,
trafficking, and military recruitment. Torn from their homes and the
lives they once knew, their support networks are weakened and their
education may be disrupted.
According to UNHCR's recently published report “Desperate
Journey,” of about 140,000 people who crossed the Mediterranean
to arrive in Greece, Italy, and Spain in 2018, about 11,000 comprised
unaccompanied children. The International Federation of Red Cross
and Red Crescent Societies’ (IFRC) reports that refugee children who
travel without any guardians are exposed to several risks, including
violence, sexual assault, rape, sexual exploitation, and trafficking,
which can lead to prostitution for survival.

“My mother was shot and passed away in 2015.

The day that war started, our father was not with
us, so we could not know where to go.”

– 16-year-old refugee from South Sudan –

“Life at the detention center was difficult. I could
not eat or sleep properly, and I lived with 500 to

600 people. There were people from other African

#Left Alone on Their Own

countries, such as Nigeria, Congo, Kenya, and

Unaccompanied
Refugee Children

Mauritania….”

Worldwide refugees under
the age of 18

More than half of all refugees and forcibly displaced

people in the world comprise children. In the conflict and

settlement of Ethiopia’s Gambella region. In Gambella,

upheaval that forces them to flee their homes, thousands of

children account for at least 65 percent of the refugee

from them and endure long journeys on their own.

separated children comprise nine percent. Therefore,

children lose their parents to violence or become separated
In 2017, an estimated 173,800 unaccompanied and

the situation in Gambella can be considered a children’s

emergency. The large influx of unaccompanied and

operations.

and existing schools and children-friendly spaces often

unaccompanied and separated children, totaling 43,300

educational, social, and psychosocial requirements.

Ethiopia was reported to receive the highest number of

children. Most of these children were received from South

50%

Unaccompanied refugee
children in 2017
about

173,800

population; of this 65 percent, unaccompanied and

separated children and asylum-seekers were reported

worldwide, of whom 138,700 were assisted by 63 UNHCR

over

Sudan, of whom 30,100 were residing in the camps and

- 17-year-old refugee from Eritrea –

Unaccompanied refugee
children in Ethiopia

separated children raise significant protection challenges,

lack the resources to accommodate young refugees’

about

Siblings Henry and Rose from South Sudan lost their father in
South Sudan, and lost their mother and sister to violence during
their refuge. They are currently being taken care of by their older
sister, Sarah, here in the camps in Ethiopia’s Gambella region.

43,300

Unaccompanied children who
crossed the Mediterranean to arrive
in Europe in 2018
about

11,000

UNHCR International ─ Unaccompanied Refugee Children
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Q&A with UNHCR Child Protection Oﬃcer
Q2. What is the most diﬃcult part of
your work?

emergency.

Bangladesh
Columbia
Rwanda

Q1. What do you do on a daily basis for

against early marriage. Due to these risks,
we often relocate them to camps outside
Gambella. The most rewarding part of my work

region, which can be considered a children’s

Europe

Ecuador

Mmone Moletsane is a Child Protection
Officer for UNHCR in Ethiopia’s Gambella

It takes time to see the impact of our

is to see team efforts that result in children

work; therefore, sometimes there are

being saved from any threats to their lives.

feelings of inadequacy when you do not

UNHCR in Gambella?

witness immediate results. There are

I am a Child Protection Officer for the various

Moreover, when a critical service is not

camps and transit centres in Gambella, which

provided, it exposes already vulnerable

serve refugees from South Sudan. I visit the

children to even more risks.

in Gambella?

Q3. What are the most rewarding

Children account for 65 percent of the refugee

huge requirements and limited resources.

Q4. What would you like the world to
know about young refugees, especially
unaccompanied and separated children,

camps two to three times per week, and during
Rwanda Under-resourced refugee camps, such as Rwanda’s Mahama refugee camp,

that time, I engage with refugees regarding

struggle to provide vulnerable children with the necessary support and assistance. In

issues, such as food distribution, sexual and

Mahama, 14-year-old Pierre - who fled Burundi without his family - must now share a

gender-based violence, and education.

tent with 20 other unaccompanied children. We strive to provide the maximum support

A major part of my role constitutes monitoring

Whenever I have provided a solution,

possible using the limited resources.

and reporting on our child protection services,

supported a colleague, or addressed the

youth are like any other children, adolescents,

finding and addressing gaps in those services,

problem of a refugee—even if it is one person.

and youth around the world—except that

Bangladesh In Bangladesh, the presence of unaccompanied minors is raising serious

and keeping abreast of the emergency

We have encountered several cases of early

they have lost the protection of their own

The protection of refugee children is UNHCR’s

protection concerns regarding the risks of child labour, early marriage, trafficking, and

situations here in Gambella.

forced marriage, and in most cases, we have

countries, communities, and sense of normalcy.

priority at global, regional, and national

sexual exploitation. Orphaned children, such as Rabiaa - who lost her parents in the

levels. UNHCR is helping to find and identify

conflict in Myanmar - must now serve as primary caregivers to younger family members

unaccompanied children through consistent

who fled from violence. Her family is one of about 5,600 in the Cox’s Bazar region

and appropriate means, and thereafter, secure

headed by someone aged under 18 years. With the support of our partner organizations,

international protection and support for them

we are working to trace family members and appoint guardians and foster families who

in the most optimal manner considering their

can offer care and guidance. The agency is encouraging safe and imaginative play, which

individual experience and age. With ‘protecting

can help reduce stress and optimize brain development.

all children from all forms of violence, abuse,
neglect, and exploitation’ as its ultimate goal, all

Colombia and Ecuador Along the borders of Colombia and Ecuador, many

measures related to refugee children are taken

unaccompanied and separated children arriving from Venezuela are at increased risks

considering children’s rights, and in particular,

of trafficking, abuse, and exploitation. UNHCR is striving to expand and strengthen

children’s interests, as their first priority.

protection and assistance to young Venezuelan refugees by monitoring activities on the
borders and addressing serious protection risks.

To ensure their rights and protection, UNHCR is
working with national authorities, international

Europe In 2017, about 33,000 refugee and migrant children

and local organizations, and other partners

arrived into Europe, of whom 20,000 were unaccompanied

to assist, protect, and find solutions for

or separated. Among the 17,337 children who arrived in Italy,

unaccompanied and separated children. One of

most of them (91 percent) were unaccompanied or separated.

UNHCR’s most crucial efforts includes helping

UNHCR takes special care and attention to protect these

unaccompanied and separated children seek

children. In particular, it ensures that children who were arrested

asylum to help restore their future. In 2017,

and detained on their dangerous journey, are protected and

the agency provided assistance to 45,500

supported in the child protection system of the receiving

unaccompanied and separated children who

country.

sought asylum worldwide. Furthermore, UNHCR
is helping to restore their future through family
tracing and reunification services and is working
to rebuild their lives through psychosocial
support, education services, and provision of
material support and livelihood activities.

“I am helping

unaccompanied

refugee children
in Ethiopia’s

Gambella region.”

aspects of your work?

population in Gambella, with 28 percent
comprising unaccompanied and separated
children. Refugee children, adolescents, and

had to relocate survivors who are at risks.

While the effects of war on these categories

Seeing a 15-year-old girl coming forward to

can be overwhelming, it is important to

resist marriage—against all odds and risking

recognize their resilience and the desire to

her life—gives me hope that our work is

survive against all odds. With the appropriate

making a difference. We have yet to see the

environment in the camps, protection, care,

rule of law working to protect young females

and support, there is hope for these children.

UNHCR International ─ Unaccompanied Refugee Children
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Refugee Story ①
Eva, a Refugee Girl from South Sudan Who
Dreams of Healing Others’ Suﬀerings

suffering, I can help them,” she explains.

“Every human being wants to do their best. I go

to school, I have what I need, and I like to make
sure that other children like me have what they

her family to conflict, can speak with courage

Eva’s Journey

Kedija and Yonas, siblings from Eritrea -

smugglers who found out that the children’s

were slim. When UNHCR Senior Protection

merely 15- and 12-year-olds, respectively -

mother was living in Switzerland and

Assistant, Noor Elshin, came across two

made an epic journey to flee their homeland.

demanded a ransom to release them. When

skinny and pale children in Misrata’s

The family’s odyssey began in 2010 when

Semira was unable to meet the criminals’

Karareem detention centre, they looked so

Semira, their mother, was forced to flee

financial demands, Kedija and Yonas were

unlike the happy and healthy faces in the

persecution in Eritrea. Instead of dragging

separated from their uncle before being

photo with the staff that he was shocked to

her children into the unknown, she took

sold on from one smuggler to another. Then

have indeed found Kedija and Yonas.

the difficult decision of leaving them with

one day, several weeks into their ordeal, the

their grandparents while she sought a safe

siblings were unexpectedly released. They

refuge for the family. In 2015, after five years

were discovered and taken in by a group of

of relative stability, Kedija and Yonas were

fellow Eritreans who were planning to take a

“Despite having them in front of

me, I still could not believe that

we had actually found them.”

themselves forced to flee insecurity in Eritrea

boat to Europe and promised to bring them

and cross the border into Ethiopia, and

along. When the boat was intercepted and the

Semira lost contact with them.

children detained, they were able to phone

After UNHCR tracked the children, the

Semira’s brother, who was staying in

their mother, who by this time was frantic

Swiss government agreed to grant them

Ethiopia, eventually found them living alone

with worry.

humanitarian visas to reunite with their

in a refugee camp near the Ethiopia–Eritrea

On learning that the children were held

mother. UNHCR worked with the Libyan and

sanitary materials, access to health care, and

border, and pledged to do the utmost to

somewhere in the country, and with only their

Tunisian authorities to prepare the paperwork

nutrition services.

reunite them with their mother. In mid-2017,

names and an out-of-date photo to identify

required for Kedija and Yonas’ release and

Eva is now in Grade 2 in a school supported

the children and their uncle embarked on

them, UNHCR staff and their NGO partners in

transportation to Switzerland via Tunisia.

need as well.”

It is difficult to imagine how a 12-year-old
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Refugee Story ②
Eritrean Minors Reunited with Mother After Eight-Year Odyssey

“I need to serve my people. When I see them

girl, forced to flee South Sudan after losing

2019 UNHCR Korea With You ─ Spring Edition

and strive to relieve the suffering of others.

by UNHCR and its partners. She likes studying

their perilous and uncertain journey to reach

Libya began scouring every detention centre

Thanks to the perseverance of their mother

It is with such clear faith in humanity that

English, mathematics, science, and Nuer;

Semira in Europe. The trio begged rides on

to which they had access. However, with an

Semira, the intervention of governments and

however, her dream is to become a doctor.

trucks and buses across Ethiopia and Sudan,

estimated 3,800 refugees and asylum-seekers

humanitarian agencies, and a remarkable

Despite her world turning upside down, Eva

striving to reach the southern shores of the

currently held in dozens of official detention

stroke of luck, the children today are reunited

has retained incredible poise and grace. Amid

Mediterranean Sea. However, events took

centres across the country, and others falling

with their mother residing in Switzerland.

the tragedy and sadness that she has endured,

a dark turn at the Sudanese–Libyan border,

into the hands of armed groups and human

Eva remains focused on building a better

where the group was violently abducted by

traffickers, the chances of finding them

Eva explains how she arrived at Ethiopia’s

1

Nguenyyiel Refugee Camp, and her aspirations
of becoming a doctor.

“When the war had not

3
Ethiopia

2

Republic of
South Sudan

commenced, life was good in

South Sudan…We could get what

we needed, and we got along

well with our neighbours,” she
explains.”

Eva lived with her father, mother, and brothers

future for herself and others. She is a natural

1

Resides in Malakal, Upper Nile State, South Sudan
Witnesses death of family from attacks by militia

2

Seeking Refuge

Flees from attack
Arrives in Akobo, South Sudan

in Malakal, a town in Upper Nile State, where
she attended classes in Grade 1. However,
three years ago, her father, mother, and
14-year-old brother were killed when armed
forces attacked Malakal. Eva ran away to

War

3

Settlement

Arrives in Ethiopia’s Gambella region
Moves to Nguenyyiel refugee camp through temporary
transit center Receives shelter, food, health care,
and nutrition services

caregiver, an advocate for change, and a born
healer.
However, fulfilling these needs and aspirations
is increasingly difficult. With at least 70

lost hope of being reunited with

my children.”

percent of the population in Nguenyyiel under

Semira holds them tightly as if they might
disappear again, with tears of joy and relief

refugees—children, such as Eva, face many

running down her smiling face.

educational challenges. There is currently no
secondary school, and the primary school is

Thanks to its donors, UNHCR’s reunification

overburdened. The student-to-teacher ratio

services can help refugee children, such as

is extremely high—roughly 106 students per

Kedija and Yonas, reunite with their families and

teacher—and underfunding has made access

regain their daily lives and future in a safe place.

to textbooks nearly impossible.

However, there are still many unaccompanied
and separated refugee children worldwide who

pay for passage to Ethiopia across the river

Thanks to UNHCR supporters, Eva is safe

by boat. When Eva reached the Terkol transit

and able to start rebuilding her life. However,

centre, she received food, a sleeping mattress,

without efforts to improve the quality of

A woman who saw her walking alone offered

shelter, water, and a jerry can from UNHCR

education, Eva’s dream of healing others’

help and gave her some money for the journey,

before being transferred to Nguenyyiel

sufferings will remain just one of the many

as well as shoes and clothes. It cost Eva 1,000

five days later. With the support of UNHCR,

hopes and aspirations that float around the

South Sudanese Pounds—about USD 7.50—to

she has since received shelter, food, water,

under-resourced classrooms.

six days later.

more than eight years, I never

18 years—a total of more than 52,000 young

escape the attack and arrived in the town of
Akobo—just before the border with Ethiopia—

“Despite being separated for

need our attention and support.
*You can use the application form on page 11 to make a donation for unaccompanied refugee children.
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Your Donation
Makes
a Diﬀerence

Thank You ─ Donation Agreement Form
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Thanks to your interest and support, UNHCR has been
able to bring forth the following positive changes in
protecting and supporting refugees worldwide!
(Funding status updated in March 2019)

Please give a gift of love to
unaccompanied refugee children!

<Syria and Lebanon>

Transported relief aids to 40,000 internally displaced
people residing in Syria�s Lukban, and provided
blankets and mattresses to 11,300 Syrian refugees in
Lebanon aﬀected by storms and ﬂoods

Established an informal
school to provide
educational opportunities
to 400 refugee children
arriving in <Greece>

400

40,000

20,000KRW×12 months

70,000KRW×12 months

ETHIOPIA

Twelve children can attend
school for a year.

Temporary accommodation
for unaccompanied refugee
children

We can train school social workers on how to
effectively provide emotional support to traumatized
children, including interviewing and counselling
techniques, to help refugee children in Yemen.

* The above serve as examples of the usage of funds. The funds that you send are used in the most efficient and appropriate manner to help refugees worldwide
according to the demand and available funds in each region.
* If you would like to donate or make additional donations, please send a photo of the completed donation agreement application form to 1666-5146

Donor Information

Are you a regular donor of UNHCR?

Yes

<Bangladesh>

Provided clean water to 40,000 Rohingya
refugees by installing environment-friendly water
supply facilities in the refugee camp

<Venezuela>

440,000

<Ethiopia>

40,000

Provided agriculture, self-reliant
economy, and education to more than
200,000 refugees and locals

200,000

Mobile phone number

If you are a new donor, do you agree to receive donation-related communications?
Were you introduced by a current UNHCR donor? · Donor’s name

Account holder’s name

No ─

Account holder’s date of birth 

(Please provide your social security number to receive a donation receipt)

Unaccompanied refugee children campaign
Where it is most needed

Donation amount

Finding unaccompanied refugee children
- If you donate 20,000 won per month for a year, you can help find and identify 12 unaccompanied and separated refugee children in Rwanda.
Educating unaccompanied refugee children
- If you donate 50,000 won per month for a year, you can help provide 12 refugee children with education in school for a year.
Temporary accommodation for unaccompanied refugee children
- If you donate 70,000 won per month for a year, you can help provide temporary accommodation to unaccompanied refugee children in Greece for a year.
Counselling education and training for unaccompanied refugee children
- If you donate 3,000,000 won, you can help train a group of school social workers on how to effectively provide emotional support to traumatized children,
including interviewing and counselling techniques, to help refugee children in Yemen (a one-off donation).

Others (

Regular

One-Off)

won (in 10,000s)

* When a regular donor makes a one-off donation, the donation amount is added to the subsequent regular payment, and if the agreement arrives after your regular payment date, the payment will be made in the following month.
* In cases of non-withdrawal due to lack of funds, one more withdrawal attempt will be made on the 25th day of the month (for 10th day payments) or on the 5th day of the following month (for 20th and 25th day payments).
* Individuals (including private business owners) and legal persons who donate to UNHCR can receive donation receipts under the Income Tax Act and Corporate Tax Act

protect themselves against the impending violence and dangers on the streets. “I have been

about half of them comprise children under 18 years.

Yes

Fund selection

working on the streets for my mother and sisters since my father passed away in the fourth

Bus again next week.” At present, there are 950,000 Syrian refugees living in Lebanon, and

· Contact details

Account number 

Bank

learning and play. The bus roams the streets of Beirut and provides psychological support,

walks on the street carrying bottles of water that she used to sell. “I want to ride the Fun

No

If you are making a one-off donation, would you like to use an existing donation account for the transfer?
If ‘Yes’, only your fund selection and donation amount are required.

Payment Details

UNHCR is working with local NGOs to provide a ‘Fun Bus’ so that Syrian refugee children

grade. I wish I could go to school.” Alaa, who just completed alphabet lessons on the bus,

Yes

Your information will not be used for any purpose other than the donation. For more information on UNHCR's collection and processing of personal information, please visit the privacy
policy page on UNHCR’s website at www.unhcr.or.kr.

living in Lebanon can escape having to work on the streets, and find rest and safety through

it provides an awareness improvement program for children and their parents to help

Email

Address

‘Fun Bus’ - Bus for Refugee Children

basic reading and arithmetic, and crafting lessons to refugee children on board. In addition,

No ─ If ‘Yes’, only your name, date of birth, and mobile phone number are required.

Date of birth 

Name

Strengthened the monitoring and protection of
borders, and cooperated with the Colombian
government to register more than 440,000
Venezuelan refugees

Counselling education and
training for unaccompanied
refugee children

3 mil. KRW×one time

We can provide temporary
accommodation to unaccompanied
refugee children in Greece for a year.

BANGLADESH

VENEZUELA

Educating
unaccompanied
refugee children

50,000KRW×12 months

We can find and identify 12
unaccompanied and separated
refugee children in Rwanda.

11,300

GREECE SYRIA &
LEBANON

Finding unaccompanied
refugee children

Date

You agree to provide personal and billing information for the above services.
Account Holder's Name

(Signature/Seal)

Big changes brought on by your small touch of love - Thank you for your valuable support!
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Why, eight years since war began in Syria

We must not turn
our backs on the
refugees who are
‘living on a knife edge’

This is an op-ed by Ben Stiller, Goodwill Ambassador for
UNHCR, who made a visit to Lebanon to meet Syrian refugees
last March (By Ben Stiller, Goodwill Ambassador for UNHCR – the UN Refugee Agency)
© UNHCR/Michael Muller
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me how he actually supported his family. While
physically surviving this crisis is challenging, the
psychological effects on these kids and parents
is just as concerning. I remembered talking to a
thirteen year old boy I met a couple of years ago
in Jordan. His family had fled Aleppo in 2013.
He worked in a garage in Amman for twelve to
fourteen hours a day to support his brothers and

Interview With You ─ ‘Wardah’ the Yemeni restaurant in Jeju wins over Korean palates and hearts

‘Wardah’ the Yemeni
restaurant in Jeju

wins over Korean palates and hearts

look in Yazan’s eyes, I still see a kid, but I wonder

have displaced an estimated 2.3 million people
within the country and more than 20 million are
in desperate need of humanitarian aid. Some
70,000 people have fled abroad in search of
safety. UNHCR, the UN Refugee Agency, is on
the ground in Yemen, actively providing urgent
humanitarian assistance. It does not consider
that any person from Yemen can safely return
to his or her home country at this time. For

sisters. When I told him he was a hard working kid,
he said proudly, “I’m not a kid, I’m a man.” When I

13

Ha, seeing her restaurant filled with Koreans,

(By Heinn Shin, PI Oﬃcer in UNHCR Korea)

Yemenis and visitors all interacting over food, has

how long that will be. The war has lasted his

been an unexpected delight.

whole life. It’s all he knows.
“I would have laughed if someone told me last
In northern Lebanon I met a troupe of puppeteers

year that I was to open a Yemeni restaurant,” she

who go from settlement to settlement performing

says. “Before the Yemenis started to arrive here,

shows for refugee children about the different
towns and landmarks in their home country of

Warda’s chef Mohammed Ameen (left), owner Ha (middle), waiter Sami Al-Baadni (right)
© UNHCR/Neil P George

I didn’t even know there was a country called
Yemen. I had no idea who refugees were.”

Syria. While the show is entertaining for these
I just was introduced to Yazan about five minutes

Lebanon is incredibly hard. As a refugee he’s

children who are living in a bleak environment, its

Before a Yemeni restaurant opened in this

almost ashamed,” says the 38-year-old, her eyes

Since 1994, Korea has received nearly 49,000

ago and already I think he might be the coolest

limited as to what he can do for work. So in

main purpose is to connect the kids with a place

South Korean resort island last year, diner Kim

turning watery at the memory. “The studio was

asylum claims and currently hosts about 2,900

eight year old I have ever met. He has great hair.

addition to being deep in debt, they have been

they don’t remember or, for most, have never

Hee-yeol knew little about either the food

empty most of the time and all I had to do was

refugees and humanitarian status holders from

It’s black and shiny, with some sort of purple

constantly on the move. The family’s three

been. The man who did the show told me his

or the people from the war-ravaged country.

to unlock it. How difficult is that?”

various countries of origin including Pakistan,

mousse he’s put in especially for the occasion.

day trip that has stretched to almost a decade,

concern as a Syrian is that these kids are the future

But after sampling the kababs, flatbread and

After spending months helping and supporting

China, Syria and Yemen. The South Korean

He’s incredibly friendly and has a smile that

has been harrowing. Binnana, Yazan’s twenty-

of his country. They are the ones who will have to

hummus at Restaurant Wardah, prepared

Yemeni asylum-seekers and becoming their

government granted temporary humanitarian

makes it impossible not to smile back.

three year old mother, told me that there was

rebuild Syria. How can they do that if they don’t

by refugee chefs and served up by the eager

friend, Ha realized that many of them were not

status to the majority of the 484 Yemenis who

We are in the Bekaa Valley in eastern Lebanon

a time they lived in a stable when the twins

know anything about their homeland?

Yemeni wait staff, she is getting to know

eating properly as it was difficult to get proper

sought asylum on the island, and recognized

where Yazan lives with his twin sister Razan, who

were infants. They lived in a stall with rats and

So what can we do? It’s a tough question. In the

both. “Eating the food cooked and served by

halal food in Jeju.

two as refugees. However, challenges remain,

is equally as personable and cute, and his brother

other animals, where everything was dirty. It’s

face of complicated international conflicts that

the people makes me feel that I know Yemen

With support from her Yemeni and Korean

particularly for 56 asylees whose claims have

Salah and baby sister, Rajaa. We’re in their home,

where she gave birth to Salah. While the biblical

are no doubt the root cause of these problems,

better,” says Kim, who was among a mixed

friends, she decided to open the island’s first

been rejected, although they have the right

a two room concrete shelter we found at the

imagery is hard to avoid, there is nothing divine

we need to put a face to the numbers of innocent

crowd of Koreans, Yemenis and tourists on a

Yemeni restaurant, giving it the name Wardah,

to appeal and thus will not be repatriated

end of a muddy alleyway off the main road to

about this reality. They had gotten to the point

people affected. Humanize it. We need to cut

busy Friday evening at Wardah.

which is also a name that Yemenis gave her.

immediately.

Syria, which is only about an hour from here. His

where Raed considered selling a kidney. A friend

through the political malaise, especially as it

The eatery now serves up entirely halal food

parents fled Syria in the middle of the night when

suggested selling their infant. Binana couldn’t do

fades from the headlines, to remind the world

“I was moved by the waiter who tried to take

the shooting and killing became too intense

that. When the children were hungry at night,

this is a humanitarian crisis of epic proportions.

the order in Korean using a translation App.

as well hummus and other Middle Eastern

better jobs. We came because Korea is a safe

outside their home in Damascus. They bribed a

she would tell them to imagine their favorite meal

There are over 68 million displaced people in the

They are really trying hard to adapt to the

staples. Yemeni customers get a special discount.

country and because Korea was our only option,”

country,” she says.”

including kababs, rice, falafel and agdah chicken,

“We did not come to Korea for money or for

border guard and crossed into Lebanon. They

and go to sleep dreaming about it, together. This

world. There are over 5.6 million Syrian refugees.

thought they would return home in three days.

shared illusionary family meal would still leave

And within Syria itself, there are over 6 million

It’s been eight years.

them waking up hungry. In the end, they found

more internally displaced. We need to support

they could make a little money buying vegetables

organizations like UNHCR, the UN Refugee

raging at home and arrived on Jeju, a bustling

Their story is not a unique one. I went to Lebanon

at a wholesale market and giving them to eight

Agency, so they can reach these people in need

tourist island off the southern coast of South

sure if the chicken sold in the Korean shops were

For his part, Mohammed Ameen Almaamari,

last week with the UN Refugee Agency, to meet

year old Yazan to sell on a cart by the road. They

and provide them with life-saving support like

Korea with a visa-free-policy. Their somewhat

proper halal. I don’t worry about that here.”

Wardah’s 35-year-old chef, wants peace in

refugees who have fled the Syrian conflict which

regretted having to do that, but thought it was

shelter, medical assistance, access to education

unusual mass arrival sparked concerns both on

has gone on since Yazan was four months old.

better than having their child beg.

and psychosocial services to help them cope. On

the island and the mainland, where Koreans had

Among frequent diners is Nathan Dewan, from

Meanwhile, he asks Koreans to see Yemenis

a broader level we need to support the countries

little exposure to either refugees or Muslims –

the United States, who has been living on the

as human beings, “beneath the different race,

although the restaurant is now changing that,

island for about four years teaching English at a

culture and religion.” All the signs are that the

one meal at a time. Wardah – which means

Korean public school.

The conflict is complicated and while a small

said Sami Al-Baadni, 23-year-old Yemeni waiter
“This is a taste of home,” says Mohammed Ali,

Last spring, some 500 Yemenis fled the civil war

37-year-old asylum-seeker and Wardah regular.
“Outside, I only ate vegetables because I wasn’t

Yemen and the chance to go home in safety.

number of people are starting to return home,

I turned to Yazan, who was doodling a picture of

the vast majority feel it is not yet safe to do so.

an airplane with some markers, and asked him if

In Lebanon alone there are believed to be over

he was a good salesman. He smiled that winning

And I think most importantly, we need to

flower in Arabic – is the brainchild of a local

a million displaced Syrians. In a country of only

smile and the answer was obvious. “Yes. Because

stand with these people. We must remember a

restaurateur and musician Ha Min-kyung, who

four million, the issue is overwhelming. On a

I’m cute.” We walked out to his vegetable cart

refugee is a person, not a statistic. A refugee is

decided to open up her music studio to shelter

and also is a great medium for the sharing of a

basic subsistence level, the refugees are living on

by the road. And as he showed me where he

a parent trying to protect their child from rats

the Yemenis after learning from a social media

personality and a story … It is wonderful to have

a knife’s edge.

worked, the reality of an eight year old having

in a stable. A refugee is a boy doodling a picture

group that many had started sleeping rough as

this place for the bridging of cultural gaps,” says

to provide for his family sunk in. Even crossing

of an airplane, who wants to someday be a pilot,

their savings ran out.

Nathan.

For Yazan’s father, Raed, who worked as a taxi

the road was an ordeal, which would be enough

but right now is selling vegetables on a busy road

driver back home, providing for his family in

to concern a parent, yet here he was showing

in a place that isn’t home.

that are overwhelmed on an infrastructure level.

restaurant is helping to achieve that hope.
After dining at Wardah, Kim Hee-yeol becomes

“Food is something that we can all relate to

reflective about the need to do more to help
refugees in their time of need.
“We can be concerned about the unknown, but
that is not the fault of the unknown is it?” she
notes. “I wish the government would increase

“The Yemenis thanked me so earnestly for
something that was so easy to do that I felt

at the restaurant. “We cannot return now or
even in the near future. If we return, we will die.”

Ongoing conflict and dire conditions in Yemen

its efforts in persuading and reassuring the
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UNHCR News

UNHCR Korea’s
2018 Funding Status

Thanks to the government and individual participation, UNHCR Korea
was able to protect and support more refugees in 2018. In 2018, the
government contributed USD 25,389,456 and individuals contributed
48,554,926,466 won. The total amount of funds raised worldwide
and details thereof will be reported through the Global Report 2018,

2019 UNHCR Korea With You ─ Spring Edition

UNHCR News
Global

Korea

published by the UNHCR Geneva Headquarters in June 2019.

The United Nations
Global Compact —Joint
Responsibility and
Response to Global
Refugee Crisis —

*More information can be obtained using the QR Code on the right or
on UNHCR’s website at www.unhcr.or.kr.

Government of South Korea’s
contribution

The United Nations Global Compact on refugees, led

In 2018, the Government of South Korea contributed USD 25,389,456, and it was used as follows.
(Unit: USD)

Earmarked Contribution
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Income/
Expenditure

Total

7.0

Expenditure
(Unit: %)

99.3

25,389,456

Fund

87.5

Global shelter
campaign

Other Funds

Individual
Corporations
and Foundations

Total

learned since the implementation of the Comprehensive

countries, the Global Compact contains the visions,
principles, objectives, and plans for refugee support, with

Amount (Unit: KRW)

48,207,829,446
347,097,020

to settle in the developing countries,
and supporting the safe and voluntary
return of refugees.

Syrian emergency relief

2,382,232,178

Global emergency relief

850,333,439

Indonesia emergency relief

132,981,590

Rohingya emergency relief_ Bangladesh

20,000,000

East Africa emergency relief

15,816,000

Global shelter campaign
Global shelter campaign_Bangladesh

2,268,645,408
20,000,000

Jeong-sik, the Deputy Minister for Multilateral and Global
Affairs of the Foreign Ministry, Kim Oh-soo, the Vice Justice
Minister, Lee Mi-kyung, the president of KOICA, and others
to express her appreciation for Korea’s continual interest and support in resolving the refugee crisis. On
January 31, she held a breakfast meeting with Korean businesspeople (Hwang Eun-hui, the CEO of STB
International, and 13 others) to discuss the refugee crisis and the role of a partnership with the private
sector. The participants said that the discussion was a good opportunity to learn about the refugee crisis and
to contemplate their role. In the afternoon, she celebrated the opening of a ‘refugee support headquarters’
work-experience center at the KidZania (Choi Sung-keum, the CEO of KidZania) theme park in Seoul.

Memorandum of Understanding between UNHCR
and KOICA
Kelly Clements, the Deputy High Commissioner of UNHCR,
and Jung Woo-yong, the director of KOICA, signed a
Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) on January 31, 2019
for the dispatch of KOICA Multilateral Cooperation Officers
(KMCO). The young KMCOs who are dispatched following
the MOU will work for up to two years at UNHCR Field Offices and have the opportunity to develop into
global talent with international competence and experience. Kelly Clements stated, “I am pleased to be
working with talented young people, such as KMCOs,” and that she looked forward to “the KMCOs taking
international organizations.

UNHCR Special Envoy Angelina
Jolie’s Visit to Bangladesh
Refugee Camp

Bethel Church (Park Gwang-seok, the resident pastor

In February, Angelina Jolie, the Special

of Bethel Church) donated 10,000,000 won for

Envoy for the UN Refugee Agency,

refugees worldwide, and UNHCR held a ceremony

arrived at Bangladesh and visited
the world's largest refugee camps, the Chakmarkul and

Donations from Bethel Church

for the delivery of the donation on December 5. This
marks Bethel Church’s second donation since 2017.

Kutupalong refugee camps, where about 630,000 Rohingya
refugees reside. During the visit, she said that all Rohingya

13,970,000

refugees have the right to live in safety, to freely practice

Adoption of ODA YP and Dispatch of UNV in 2019

SBS Hope TV Fund_Kenya

258,519,000

their religion, to coexist with people of diverse faiths and

UNHCR Korea has completed the adoption of ODA YP (Official Development Assistance Young Professional)

SBS Hope TV Fund_DR Congo

114,015,000

Nine Million Campaign Fund

8,461,000

MBC W Fund

6,195,000

ethnicities, to not be rendered stateless, and to return home

in the first half of the year. The KOICA ODA YP is an initiative that provides opportunities for young talents

safely once the circumstances allow, and emphasized that

to participate in ODA projects with organizations, companies, and NGOs, and UNHCR Korea has been

these rights must be respected.

‘Capernaum’ —Story of
Syrian Refugee—

48,554,926,466

UNHCR is committed to ensuring that your valuable contributions are used to protect refugees worldwide under the principles of

The recently unveiled film
‘Capernaum’ delivers a realistic

professionalism, accountability, and transparency.

portrayal of the horrifying reality and wounds brought by

Professionalism
A specialized UN agency seeking
permanent solutions to the refugee crisis

in Lebanon, along with the issues of child marriage, child

UNHCR, tasked by the United Nations General Assembly, is a specialized UN agency seeking permanent
solutions to the refugee crisis. We have the ability to
support up to 600,000 people within 72 hours of an
emergency anywhere in the world.

Kelly Clements, the Deputy High Commissioner of UNHCR,
visited South Korea on January 30. She met with Kang

advantage of the experience at UNHCR, and being an expert in the field of refugee studies and a member of

42,463,757,851

Total

48,554,926,466

expanding the opportunity for refugees

Amount (Unit: KRW)

UNHCR Deputy High Commissioner Kelly Clements’
Visit to South Korea

within the framework of the achievements and lessons

the aim of relieving the burden on the receiving countries,

Global shelter campaign_Uganda

Division

member states, international organizations, civil societies,

percent of the world's refugees are living in developing

Where most needed

0.8

Emergency relief

(Unit: %)

provide effective international responses to the global
refugee crisis, and it was created through the input of UN

supporting the refugees' independence,

4.7

Income

December 2018. The Global Compact is a realization
of the New York Declaration in 2016, an agreement to

Refugee Response Framework. In a world where about 90

In 2018, the private sector, including individuals, businesses, and associations, contributed
48,554,926,466 won, and it was used as follows.
Division

0.7

3,397,619

Supported the needs according to UNHCR’s
annual business plan

87

by UNHCR, was adopted by 181 UN member states in

the private sector, and stakeholders of the refugee crisis,

Un-Earmarked Contribution

(Unit: %)

Individuals’ contribution

21,991,837

UNHCR’s response to humanitarian crisis in areas
such as Syria
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the Syrian civil war from the viewpoint of a refugee boy

Accountability
Responsible refugee protection

Transparency
Transparency in our management of funds

UNHCR protects those in need, including refugees
who require protection and support. We are the ﬁrst
to arrive at the site in need to provide the necessary
goods and services, and we carry out our responsibilities until the situation is resolved.

Your contributions are spent entirely on UNHCR's
refugee protection activities. All contributions received
from the private sector are transferred to the UNHCR
Geneva Headquarters in the following month and used
for refugee protection activities worldwide according to
UNHCR’s annual plan and emergency response needs.

participating in the program since 2018. This year, one UNV youth volunteer and three UNV professional
volunteers will be dispatched to UNHCR Field Offices as part of the United Nations Volunteers Service, with
financial support from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. The UNV program, funded by the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, allows young talents to work in various fields of the United Nations to learn and be involved in
specialized skills and experiences. In addition, one United Nations youth volunteer, sponsored by KOICA, will
be dispatched to a UNHCR site to learn and be involved in various skills and experiences. For more information,
please visit the link provided below
*Link: https://www.unv.org (UNV) | http://kov.koica.go.kr/ho/main.do (koica)
http://unrecruit.mofa.go.kr/new/unv/specialist_view.jsp (mofa)

abuse, poverty and discrimination, child labor, refugee
brokers, and detention, and it reignites concerns regarding
the global refugee crisis. The film, enacted by refugee actors,
won the Jury Prize at the Cannes Film Festival in 2018.
”Zain, who played the lead protagonist, also called 'Zain' in
the film, and his family are now resettled in Norway with
the help of UNHCR.

Donations from the Sale of Craft Link
Bracelets

We express our gratitude to Han Kyung-rok, a

Donor Han Kyung-rok’s Birthday Donations

Craft Link, a nonprofit organization producing

regular donor of UNHCR since 2012, who has been

handicrafts, donated 8,000,000 won raised from

participating in birthday donations for the last four

the sale of ‘UNHCR support bracelets’ through

consecutive years through ‘Kyung-rok Birthday’ festivals

Naver’s Happybean funding. A total of 927 people

with fellow musicians.

participated in the project.

Learning about Refugees ─ Children’s Drawing Contest

Children’s
Drawing Contest
for UNHCR
Donor Families
Please draw the future you want to gift through your donations!
Thank you for your unwavering support and assistance.
We host the ‘Children’s Drawing Contest’ for UNHCR donors’ families,
and we look forward to your interest and participation.

Eligibility
Theme

Drawing
dimensions

Drawing types

Drawing receipt
schedule

Submissions

Elementary school children under grade 6
• You can participate if you are a UNHCR donor or a member of a donor’s family.
Please draw a picture of ‘the future you want to gift to a refugee child through your donations’.
size 8 drawing paper (272*394)
watercolors, sketches, posters, and other creative expressions
by Friday, August 16, 2019
• Email a photograph or scan of your drawing to UNHCR’s official email address at withyou@unhcr.or.kr
• Please include the following information in the email.
- Email subject: ‘Children’s Drawing Contest Application’
- Email content: Participating child’s name/Participating child’s date of birth/Donor’s name/Donor’s date
of birth/Contact details (Phone number provided in the donation application)/Brief explanation of the
drawing

Announcement

Early September 2019 (Expected),
Announcement on UNHCR’s blog (https://blog.naver.com/unhcr_korea) and individual notifications

Winner benefit

Winner to receive a special UNHCR certificate and prize

Notice

Enquiries related to
the contest

• The copyright of the submitted work belongs to its creator. UNHCR will not use the work without
obtaining prior consent of the creator except for the selection procedure.
• The original drawing of the selected work may be requested. Please keep the original drawing safely after
its copy has been emailed.
• The selected work may be published on UNHCR “With You” newsletter or blog, printed on UNHCR table
calendars, or made into other printed products, and we plan to seek prior consent of the creator in case
we decide to modify or use the work.
Email: withyou@unhcr.or.kr
Phone: 02-773-7272

Tel 02-773-7272 (Corporate Donation: 02-773-7075) E-mail withyou@unhcr.or.kr Website www.unhcr.or.kr
Blog blog.naver.com/unhcr_korea HappyBean happylog.naver.com/unhcr Facebook www.facebook.com/unhcr.korea
Bank Account Kukmin Bank 407537-01-004288 (Account holder: UNHCR)
Address (04523) 7F. Kumsegi Building, 6 Mugyo-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea
Print using soy ink ─ UNHCR uses eco-friendly soy ink for the environment.

